Lipocalin 2 inversely regulates TRAIL sensitivity through p38 MAPK-mediated DR5 regulation in colorectal cancer
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Abstract. TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) induces apoptosis through death receptors (DRs)4 and/or 5 expressed on the cell surface. Multiple clinical trials are underway to evaluate the antitumor activity of recombinant human TRAIL and agonistic antibodies to DR4 or DR5. However, their therapeutic potential is limited by the high frequency of cancer resistance. In this study, we provide evidence demonstrating the role of lipocalin 2 (LCN2) in the TRAIL-mediated apoptosis of human colorectal cancer (CRC). By analyzing the mRNA expression data of 71 CRC tissues from patients, we found that DR5 was preferentially expressed in CRC tissues with a low LCN2 expression level compared to tissues with a high LCN2 expression level. Moreover, we analyzed the association between DR5 and LCN2 expression and this analysis revealed that DR5 expression in CRC tended to be inversely associated with LCN2 expression. By contrast, no association was found between the DR4 and LCN2 expression levels. The expression patterns of LCN2 in human CRC cell lines also exhibited an inverse association with DR5 expression. The knockdown of LCN2 by siRNA in the TRAIL-resistant CRC cells expressing high levels of LCN2 led to a significant increase in TRAIL-induced apoptosis through the upregulation of DR5 protein and mRNA expression. The mechanism through which LCN2 silencing sensitized the CRC cells to TRAIL was dependent on the extrinsic pathway of apoptosis. In addition, we identified that the knockdown of LCN2 enhanced the sensitivity of the cells to TRAIL through the p38 MAPK/CHOP-dependent upregulation of DR5. Taken together, the findings of this study suggest that LCN2 is responsible for TRAIL sensitivity and LCN2 may thus prove to be a promising target protein in DR-targeted CRC therapy.

Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most commonly diagnosed malignancies and is a leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide (1,2). Although CRC diagnosis and treatment strategies have improved over the past decades, CRC is still considered a major public health concern (3). Despite the development of novel target agents for CRC therapy, the survival rate still remains unsatisfactory (4,5).

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) is a member of the tumor necrosis factor family of cytokines. Due to their cancer cell specificity and marked anticancer effects in a variety of pre-clinical trials, TRAIL is considered an attractive anticancer agent (6). TRAIL-induced apoptosis is mediated by binding to cell surface death receptor (DR5) (also known TRAIL-R2) or DR4 (also known TRAIL-R1) (7). The therapeutic potential of soluble TRAIL (sTRAIL) and of monoclonal antibodies directed against DRs have been extensively exploited in phase I/II clinical trials (8-10). However, despite promising preclinical data and favorable toxicity profiles, these attempts have displayed poor anticancer activity and limitations in use due to the frequent incidence of primary or acquired tumor cell resistance, which can occur in CRC (6). Among strategies which can be used to overcome TRAIL resistance, combined treatment is an attractive method that enhances TRAIL sensitivity. In our previous study, we demonstrated that the potent NF-κB inhibitor, parthenolide, sensitized resistant CRC cells to TRAIL, and combined treatment with parthenolide represented a possible novel therapeutic strategy for CRC treatment (11). For better clinical outcomes, an in-depth analysis of the resistance mechanisms and the identification of markers to predict response to TRAIL are warranted.

Lipocalin 2 (LCN2), also known as oncogene 24p3 neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL), siderocalin, or uterocalin, is a 25 kDa secreted glycoprotein that belongs to the lipocalin superfamily (12). LCN2 is an effective carrier of small, hydrophobic ligands and exerts bacteriostatic effects by sequestering the siderophore-iron complex (13,14). In addition to these immune defense functions, LCN2 is involved in acute
phase response, kidney cell differentiation, erythropoiesis and iron metabolism (13,15-17). Furthermore, LCN2 is involved in cancer biology. LCN2 has been identified in colonic epithelial cells under various inflammatory conditions, inflammatory bowel diseases and colorectal cancers (15). In vitro experimental evidence has indicated the inverse association between LCN2 and cell motility, and LCN2 has been shown to suppress CRC progression and metastasis (18). Our previous study demonstrated that LCN2 was negatively associated with an advanced stage and metastasis (19). Thus, LCN2 may play a differential role in early and late stage disease. However, a deep understanding of the role of LCN2 as a molecular target is lacking. Moreover, if a new perspective of LCN2 as a target for chemoresistance is suggested, this may provide new insight into the role of LCN2 in cancer.

The present study was undertaken to investigate the potential of LCN2 as a target molecule for predicting TRAIL sensitivity and to explore the molecular mechanisms that regulate TRAIL resistance by LCN2. Our findings may provide new insight into TRAIL resistance in CRC and may lead to the development of novel therapeutic targets for the disease.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and reagents. TRAIL, which was purchased from Peprotech (Rocky Hill, NJ, USA), was dissolved in 1X PBS to a concentration of 100 ng/µl. Annexin V-FITC and propidium iodide (PI) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). The caspase inhibitor, z-VAD-FMK, and the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) inhibitor, SB203580, were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The protein levels of DR4 and DR5 were analyzed using phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated DR4 and DR5 from ProSci Inc. (San Diego, CA, USA).

Patients and tissue specimens. A total of 71 CRC tissues were obtained through the Biobank of Chonbuk National University Hospital, a member of the National Biobank of Korea. All patients had a pathological diagnosis of CRC. The samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80˚C. This study consisted of 28 (39.4%) females and 43 (60.5%) males with a mean age of 63.1 years. All patients provided written informed consent prior to collecting the tissue samples. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Chonbuk National University Hospital (IRB no. 2016-04-018).

RNA isolation and reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR). Total RNA was extracted from the cells and human normal tissue/matched tumor samples using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Reverse transcription was performed using M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. qPCR was performed using M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. qPCR was performed using an ABI 7500 real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). In brief, 20 µl of master mix were prepared on ice with 10 µl of 2X SYBR-Green, 1 µl of primers, 2 µl of DNA and 7 µl of nuclelease-free water. The master mix was initially denatured at 95˚C for 10 min followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95˚C for 15 sec, annealing and extension at 60˚C for 30 sec. The geometric average Cq value was used to calculate the relative expression of LCN2 using the 2^(-ΔΔCq) method, which was normalized to beta-2-microglobulin (B2M) (20). The primers used in this experiment were as follows: 5'-TCACCTCCGTCTCTGTTAGG-3' (forward) and 5'-CGAAGTCAAGCCTTGGTTGC-3' (reverse) for LCN2; 5'-CACAGCAATGGOGACATAGC-3' (forward) and 5'-CAGGGACTTCTCTTTTCTCTC-3' (reverse) for DR4; 5'-CTGAAAAGCCTGCTCAGGT-3' (forward) and 5'-CAGAGTCTGGCAGTTACATTTCTCGAG-3' (reverse) for DR5.

Quantification of DR expression on the cell surface. To quantify the cell surface expression of DR4 and DR5, the cells were harvested by trypsinization, washed in PBS, and incubated for 30 min at 4˚C with 500 ng of phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated monoclonal anti-human DR4 (cat. no. 12-6644-41) and DR5 (cat. no. 12-9908-42) antibodies (eBiosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). Non-immune mouse IgG was used as the negative control. Fluorescence was measured using TransIT-X2® transfection reagent (Mirus Bio, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR). Total RNA was isolated from the cultured cells using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific), and cDNA was synthesized with Super Script II reverse-transcriptase (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer's instructions. GAPDH expression was used as an internal control. The following primer sequences were used: 5'-TCACCTCCGTCCGTGTTAGG-3' (forward) and 5'-CGAAGTCAAGCCTTGGTTGTC-3' (reverse) for LCN2, and 5'-CAGGGACTTCTCTTTTCTCTC-3' (forward) and 5'-CAGAGTCTGGCAGTTACATTTCTCGAG-3' (reverse) for DR5, which generate 242 and 136 bp products, respectively. Following initial denaturation at 95˚C for 1 min, PCR was performed for various cycles (30 sec at 94˚C, 1 min at annealing temperature and 2 min at 72˚C) using Taq polymerase. The reaction products (10 µl) were separated on a 2% agarose gel and stained with Redsafe™ (Intron, Daejeon, Korea). The DNA band intensity was analyzed by densitometry using an NtxBl imager (Neogene Science, Suwon, Korea).
using a BD LSR flow cytometer and processed with CellQuest software for analysis.

Cell viability assay. The DLD-1 and HT-29 cells were plated at a density of 1.0x10^5 cells per well in 96-well plates. Following transfection with scrambled siRNA or LCN2 siRNA, the medium was removed, and 200 µl of fresh medium, including various concentrations of TRAIL (10, 50, 100, 300 and 500 ng/ml) were added. Subsequently, 20 µl of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT, 2.5 mg dissolved in 50 µl of DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich) were added to each well. Following incubation for 4 h at 37°C, the culture medium containing MTT was removed and 200 µl of DMSO were added. This was followed by shaking until the crystals were dissolved. Viable cells were detected by measuring the absorbance at 570 nm using a microplate reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).

Detection of apoptosis. Apoptotic cell death was determined by staining the cells with Annexin V-FITC (Ex/Em, 488/519 nm) and PI using 5 µl and PI (1 µg/ml) was then added, and the cells were analyzed with BD FACSCalibur™ (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).

Protein extraction and western blot analysis. The DLD-1 and HT-29 cells were harvested by resolving in RIPA buffer (50 mM HEPES/NaOH pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl, and 2.5 mM Na2EDTA; 1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS and protease inhibitors) and were centrifuged at 1,3870 x g at 4°C for 30 min. Following centrifugation, supernatants were used as whole cell extracts. The protein concentration in the cell lysates or tissue lysates was measured using a Protein Quantification kit from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA, USA). Subsequently, 50 µg of protein or 30 µg of protein per lane were loaded onto 8-15% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. After transferring and blocking using 3% of bovine albumin serum, the polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes were probed with various antibodies [anti-LCN2 (1:1,000; AF1757; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA), anti-DR4 (1:1,000; #1167; ProSci Ψ™, Poway, CA, USA), anti-DR5 (1:1,000; #2019; ProSci Ψ™), anti-Fas-associated death-domain-like IL-1β-converting enzyme (FLICE)-inhibitory protein (FLIP, 1:1,000; #8510; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-Bid (1:1,000; SC-11423; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-caspase-8 (1:1,000; SC-73526; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-caspase-3 (1:1,000; SC-7148; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-merged caspase-3 (1:1,000; #9661; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP, 1:1,000, SC-7150; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-Bcl-xL (1:1,000; SC-8392; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-Bcl-2 (1:1,000; SC-783; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-cytochrome c (1:1,000, SC-65396; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-caspase-9 (1:1,000; #9502S; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-phospho-ERK (1:1,000; #9106; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-phospho-p38 (1:1,000, #4511; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-phospho-JNK (1:1,000; #4668; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-C/EBP homologous protein (CHOP, 1:1,000; #2895; Cell Signaling Technology) and anti-actin (1:1,000; #4970; Cell Signaling Technology) and anti-actin (1:2,000; A2066; Sigma-Aldrich) antibodies] in 4°C for overnight. HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (SC-2004; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), goat anti-mouse (SC-2005; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and mouse anti-goat (SC-2354; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) secondary antibodies were used at a concentration of 1:3,000 for 1 h at room temperature. Binding of the antibody to the antigen was detected using enhanced ECL prime (GE Healthcare, NJ, USA) and was captured and analyzed by the Las-3000 luminescent Image Analyzer (Fuji Film, Tokyo, Japan).

Statistical analysis. The association between the LCN2 and DR4/5 levels in the human specimens was analyzed using the Chi-square (χ²) test. The Student's t-test (for differences between 2 groups) or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey's test were used to analyze differences between more than 2 groups. The data are presented as the means ± SD of at least 3 independent experiments. All data were entered into Microsoft Excel 5.0, and GraphPad Prism 5.0 was used. A probability (P)-value <0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results

LCN2 and DR5 have a negative association in human CRC tissues and cells. To identify the association between LCN2 and DRs in patients with CRC, the expression levels of LCN2, DR4 and DR5 in the specimens from patients with CRC and CRC cell lines were examined. First, the mRNA levels of LCN2, DR4 and DR5 in 71 frozen tissues of patients with CRC were measured by RT-qPCR, and the association of the mRNA expression of each of the DRs with mRNA expression of LCN2 was analyzed. As shown in Fig. 1A, we did not observe any association between the DR4 and LCN2 mRNA levels in the CRC tissues. Of note, the LCN2 level was found to be negatively associated with the DR5 expression level in the CRC tissue samples. Of the 71 patients with CRC, the DR5 level in the LCN2 low expression group was 0.558-15.380 (3.015±2.57) and the DR5 level in the LCN2 high expression group was 0.529-5.679 (1.823±1.168). Moreover, our analysis indicated that LCN2 expression was negatively regulated along with DR5 expression in the CRC specimens (Fig. 1B).

Subsequently, western blot analysis was performed to determine the protein expression levels of DR4, DR5 and LCN2 in 5 CRC cell lines (HT-29, DLD-1 SW480, SW620 and HCT116) (Fig. 1C). The protein levels of LCN2 were higher in the HT-29 and DLD-1 cell lines than in the SW480, HCT116 and SW620 cell lines. However, the protein levels of DR5 were higher in the SW480, HCT116 and SW620 cell lines than in the HT-29 and DLD-1 cell lines. Conversely, all the cell lines exhibited similar levels of DR4. Taken together, these findings suggest that LCN2 is negatively associated with DR5 in CRC.

Downregulation of LCN2 enhances DR5 expression and sensitizes the cells to TRAIL-induced apoptosis. To define
the role of LCN2 in the regulation of DR5, the DLD-1/HT-29 and HCT116 cells were employed as representatives of DR5-deficient cells and DR5-enriched cells, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2A, the DR5 protein and mRNA levels were increased by the silencing of LCN2 in the DLD-1/HT-29 cells. On the contrary, the DR4 protein level was not affected by transfection with LCN2 siRNA. Of note, the knockdown of DR5 in the HCT116 cells did not affect the regulation of LCN2 expression (Fig. 2B). These results were confirmed by flow cytometry. The expression of DR4 on the cell surface was not altered by transfection with LCN2 siRNA compared to transfection with scrambled siRNA; however, DR5 expression was markedly increased by the silencing of LCN2 in the DLD-1 and HT-29 cells (Fig. 2C). These results indicate that the inhibition of LCN2 promotes the expression of DR5, and that LCN2 regulates DR5 as an upstream factor from DR5 in TRAIL-induced apoptosis.

We also identified whether DR5 upregulation by LCN2 silencing affects the TRAIL-induced apoptosis of DR5-deficient cells. Cell viability assay was performed following treatment with various concentrations of TRAIL (50, 100, 300 and 500 ng/ml) for 24 h following transfection with scrambled siRNA or LCN2 siRNA. As shown by the results of MTT assay, TRAIL-induced cell death was increased by the silencing of LCN2 compared to the cells transfected with scrambled siRNA in both cell lines (Fig. 3A).

To ascertain the above-mentioned observations, apoptotic cell death analysis was performed using Annexin V/PI staining. As shown in Fig. 3B, the cells transfected with LCN2 siRNA exhibited greater apoptotic cell death when treated with 50 ng/ml of TRAIL compared to the cells transfected with scrambled siRNA. Moreover, the quantification of apoptotic cell death was carried out by counting cells in the lower right and upper right quadrants. The results revealed that TRAIL-induced apoptosis was significantly increased by the silencing of LCN2 from 22.8 to 49.2% in the DLD-1 cells and from 14.6 to 32.5% in the HT-29 cells. These results indicate that the downregulation of LCN2 enhances DR5 expression and promotes the TRAIL-induced apoptosis of TRAIL-resistant CRC cells.

**Downregulation of LCN2 enhances TRAIL-mediated apoptotic signaling by engaging the extrinsic pathway.** Having shown LCN2-related sensitization to TRAIL-induced apoptosis, we then investigated the regulation of the molecules involved in death signaling by western blot analysis (Fig. 4A). FLIPs are anti-apoptotic proteins that can be recruited to the death-inducing signaling complex (DISC) (21). As FLIP contains two death effector domains (DED) and an inactive caspase domain, FLIP can inhibit death receptor-mediated apoptosis by binding to Fas-associated death domain (FADD) or caspase-8 (21,22). As shown in Fig. 4A, lower levels of FLIP were observed following treatment with TRAIL in the cells in which LCN2 was silenced (LCN2 siRNA + 50 ng/ml TRAIL) compared to the control cells (scrambled siRNA + 50 ng/ml TRAIL). These results suggest that LCN2
affects FLIP to inhibit death receptor-mediated cell death (Fig. 4A, 2nd panel from the top). Thus, the decreased FLIP expression by treatment with TRAIL following the silencing of LCN2 can induce the processing of caspase-8 activation. As expected, the cleavage of caspase-8 was much higher in the TRAIL-treated cells in which LCN2 was silenced than in the TRAIL-treated cells transfected with the scrambled siRNA (Fig. 4A, 3rd panel from the top). To identify the next caspase cascade, the expression level of caspase-3 was analyzed using full-length caspase-3 and cleaved caspase-3 antibody, respectively. During the activation of caspase-3, the cleaved form of caspase-3 increases, while the full length decreases. As shown in the 4th and 5th panels (from the top) in Fig. 4A, caspase-3 activation was markedly induced in the TRAIL-treated cells in which LCN2 was silenced. These results indicate that the silencing of LCN2 enhances the TRAIL-induced cleavage of caspase-8 and caspase-3 in their active forms in TRAIL-resistant CRC cells. Following the activation of caspases during apoptosis, the cleavage of PARP occurs by several caspases, including caspase-3, which cleaves 113-kDa PARP into 89- and 24-kDa polypeptides (23, 24). Thus, in this study, to confirm the effects of LCN2 regulation on PARP cleavage, the cells were treated with 50 ng/ml of TRAIL following transfection with scrambled or LCN2 siRNA. As shown in the 6th panel (from the top) in Fig. 4A, a higher level of cleaved PARP following treatment with TRAIL was observed.
in the cells in which LCN2 was silenced compared with the scrambled siRNA-transfected cells treated with TRAIL.

To determine whether the TRAIL-induced apoptosis resulting from LCN2 silencing is dependent on the initiation of the extrinsic or intrinsic pathways, molecules involved in the intrinsic pathway were examined by western blot analysis (Fig. 4B). The expression of Bid, which links the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways, was not altered by LCN2 regulation with or without TRAIL treatment. Moreover, mitochondria-related anti-(Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL) or pro-apoptotic (cytochrome c and caspase-9) molecules also exhibited similar levels with or without LCN2 regulation. Collectively, these data provide evidence that the downregulation of LCN2 enhances TRAIL-induced apoptosis through the extrinsic apoptotic pathway.

To further evaluate the findings shown in Fig. 4A, the cells in which LCN2 was silenced were pre-treated with Z-VAD-FMK, a general caspase inhibitor, and apoptotic cell death was evaluated by Annexin V assay. As shown in Fig. 4C, the apoptotic cell death induced by TRAIL treatment of the cells in which LCN2 was silenced decreased following pre-treatment with Z-VAD-FMK. These results suggest that the downregulation of LCN2 sensitizes TRAIL-resistant CRC cells to TRAIL and induces TRAIL-mediated apoptosis related to the extrinsic pathway.

*p38 MAPK and CHOP are involved in LCN2-related TRAIL sensitivity. Several studies have demonstrated that the regulation of DR5 and TRAIL sensitivity is mediated by MAPK signaling (25-28). Thus, in this study, to investigate the
possible role of MAPK signaling in the enhancement of the sensitivity of CRC cells to TRAIL by LCN2 silencing, LCN2 was downregulated by transfection with targeting siRNA in TRAIL-resistant cells in a time-dependent manner. The active form of MAPKs was then determined by western blot analysis with antibodies that recognize the phosphorylated forms of these kinases. As shown in Fig. 5A, only the levels of p-p38 MAPK exhibited a marked increase following the silencing of LCN2 in both cell lines.

To confirm the association between p38 MAPK with the alteration of TRAIL sensitivity by LCN2 regulation, the cells were pre-treated with SB203580, a p38 MAPK specific inhibitor, and apoptosis was evaluated by Annexin V/PI (Fig. 5B). The percentage of LCN2-silenced cells treated with TRAIL that underwent apoptotic death was approximately 38% in the DLD-1 cells and 27% in the HT-29 cells. Of note, following treatment with SB203580, these percentages significantly decreased down to 22% in the DLD-1 cells and 17% in the HT-29 cells (Fig. 5B). Western blot analysis was also performed to examine the association between p38 MAPK activity and LCN2 as regards TRAIL sensitivity (Fig. 5C). The levels of phosphorylated p38 MAPK were induced by the silencing of LCN2, and they were also reduced by pre-treatment with SB203580. Conversely, downregulated LCN2 by targeted siRNA was recovered by p38 specific inhibitor in both cell lines. The level of DR5 was also altered by LCN2 silencing and pretreatment with SB203580. These results suggest that LCN2 is responsible for TRAIL sensitivity and is crosslinked with p38 MAPK.

CHOP, a member of the C/EBP family of transcription factors, serves as a substrate for p38 MAPK and is a key regulator of DR5 (29,30). We thus hypothesized that CHOP is regulated by LCN2 silencing and p38 MAPK inhibition. To verify this, when LCN2 was downregulated by targeting siRNA, the level of CHOP substantially increased. Conversely, CHOP expression decreased by pre-treatment with the selective inhibitor of p38 MAPK in the TRAIL-resistant CRC cells (Fig. 5C). Overall, these data demonstrate that LCN2 silencing enhances TRAIL sensitivity through the regulation of p38 MAPK/CHOP/DR5 signaling and the proposed molecular mechanisms of LCN2 on TRAIL resistance are illustrated in Fig. 6.
Figure 5. p38 MAPK is involved in LCN2-regulated TRAIL sensitivity in CRC cells. (A) Cells were transfected with scrambled or LCN2 siRNA for the indicated time periods and the levels of phosphorylated ERK, p38 and JNK were examined by western blot analysis. (B) Cells were transfected with LCN2 siRNA for 48 h, and then treated with SB203580 (a specific inhibitor of p38) for 24 h. Apoptotic cell death was assessed by flow cytometry using Annexin V/PI staining. *P<0.05 and **P<0.001. (C) Transfected cells were treated with 50 ng/ml TRAIL for 24 h following pre-treatment with SB203580 for 2 h. The levels of phosphorylated p38, LCN2, DR5, and CHOP were examined by western blot analysis. LCN2, lipocalin 2; TRAIL, TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand; CRC, colorectal cancer.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the proposed mechanisms of LCN2 on TRAIL sensitivity and TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Black dotted lines ending with arrows and with a perpendicular red line indicate the activation and inhibition of the pathway, respectively. LCN2, lipocalin 2; TRAIL, TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand; FADD, Fas-associated death domain; FLIP, Fas-associated death-domain-like IL-1β-converting enzyme (FLICE)-inhibitory protein; DR5, death receptor; PARP, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase; CHOP, C/EBP homologous protein.
Discussion

TRAIL has been identified as a cytotoxic cancer cell specific ligand with no effect on normal cells. However, the clinical utility of TRAIL has been limited due to multiple mechanisms of TRAIL resistance (31). A substantial number of cancer cells are resistant to TRAIL, particularly in highly malignant tumors, such as pancreatic cancer, melanoma, neuroblastoma and CRC (32). Moreover, the repeated application of TRAIL to susceptible cancer cells results in the selection and expansion of TRAIL-resistant cells with acquired resistance (33,34). Thus, identifying the mechanisms responsible for TRAIL resistance will not only provide insight regarding transduction of the death signal, but is also essential for designing strategies to overcome resistance to TRAIL for future clinical applications.

Several antibodies targeting DR4/5 and recombinant human TRAIL have been developed and tested for clinical use in cancer therapy. In particular, dulanermin (recombinant human TRAIL), mapatumumab (DR4 targeting monocalonal antibody), drozitumab (DR5 targeting monoclonal antibody) and conatumumab (DR5 targeting monoclonal antibody) have generally been well tolerated and appear to be safe in patients with CRC (35-38). However, the efficacy results available thus far have been disappointing. For this reason, agonists of DR4/5 have been applied for combined treatment with other chemotherapeutic agents, although these attempts have not demonstrated significantly improved efficacy over what is expected (35,38). Therefore, the identification of a biomarker that can predict the sensitivity of TRAIL and increase the understanding of the TRAIL resistance mechanisms may aid in the development of targeted therapies. In this study, we provide evidence that LCN2 has potential for use as a prediction marker of TRAIL sensitivity. In addition, we demonstrate that LCN2 is a key mediator of resistance to TRAIL in CRC.

The expression levels of DR4 and DR5 determine the cell fate in response to TRAIL treatment. Several studies have indicated that the upregulation of DRs can sensitize cells to TRAIL-induced cell death (26,27,39,40). In this study, we found that the silencing of LCN2 promoted TRAIL-induced apoptosis through the upregulation of DR5 at both the mRNA and protein level. Moreover, we demonstrated that LCN2-dependent DR5 regulation contributed to the sensitizing effects of TRAIL-induced apoptosis and was an upstream event that negatively affected DR5 expression.

Numerous mechanisms have been proposed to explain the induction of DR5, including p53 induction, reactive oxygen species (ROS) regeneration and MAPK activation, which are largely dependent on cell type (30,41). In particular, MAPK activation has been suggested to play a key role in DR5 induction (42,43). Thus, in this study, we investigated whether MAPK plays a role in DR5 regulation by LCN2. Our findings indicated that only p38 MAPK was involved in DR5 upregulation by LCN2 silencing in TRAIL-resistant CRC cells. In addition, we provide evidence that the inhibition of p38 MAPK with the specific inhibitor, SB203580, can counteract the increased expression of LCN2, and a similar result was also observed in the analysis of apoptotic cell death using Annexin V/PI staining. These results clearly identify a high degree of crosstalk between LCN2 and p38 MAPK. Through these observations, we provide new insight into the role of LCN2 in TRAIL resistance.

CHOP is a 29 kDa protein composed of an N-terminal transcriptional activation domain and a C-terminal basic-leucine zipper (bZIP) domain. In 1996, Wang and Ron demonstrated that CHOP serves as a link between a specific stress-activated protein kinase, p38, and cellular growth and differentiation (29). Moreover, Bruhat et al reported that p38 MAPK regulated the expression of CHOP at the post-transcriptional level (44). For that reason, CHOP expression has been considered to play a crucial role in p38 MAPK-regulated DR5 and TRAIL sensitivity. In the present study, we identified that the activation of p38 MAPK by LCN2 silencing induced CHOP expression. Our observations are supported by those of earlier study showing the role of CHOP in upregulating DR5 and enhancing the effects of TRAIL by p38 MAPK activation (29,44). Inversely, the selective inhibition of p38 MAPK by SB203580 recovered the LCN2 level and abolished CHOP expression. Taken together, these results indicate that CHOP is regulated by p38 MAPK as a transcription factor. CHOP was also negatively regulated by LCN2 due to the crosstalk between LCN2 and p38 MAPK.

LCN2 was originally considered a biomarker of inflammation, ischemia, infection and kidney damage due to its function to capture bacterial siderophores (45). Moreover, the mRNA and protein levels of LCN2 have been shown to be elevated in various types of cancer, including CRC, demonstrating that LCN2 may serve as a cancer biomarker (46). In our previous study, we suggested the possibility of using LCN2 as a diagnostic and prognostic marker by classifying the expression pattern by CRC stage and metastasis using patient specimens (19). In addition, we identified that LCN2 negatively regulates cell proliferation and the EMT process through glycolysis using human CRC cells (19). Although the functional role of LCN2 in tumorigenesis and progression in cancer has been investigated, studies linking LCN2 to various cancer pathologies, such as chemoresistance are lacking. In this study, we confirmed that LCN2 is a key mediator of cancer resistance to TRAIL. Using human specimens and CRC cell lines, the level of LCN2 was found to be inversely associated with DR5 and cellular susceptibility to TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Furthermore, we demonstrate that LCN2-related resistance to TRAIL signaling appears to directly regulate the extrinsic apoptotic pathway and crosstalk with p38 MAPK, which is responsible for DR5-mediated apoptosis (Fig. 6). Thus, in this study, for the first time, at least to the best of our knowledge, we provide a new algorithm of LCN2 as a potential biomarker for the prediction of tumor resistance to TRAIL or the DR5 targeted therapies.

To our knowledge, this study is the first study to identify the possibility of using LCN2 as a prediction marker of TRAIL sensitivity in CRC. Using in vitro experiments, we observed that LCN2 negatively regulates p38 MAPK-mediated DR5 and mediates TRAIL-induced apoptosis via the extrinsic apoptotic pathway. Accordingly, we demonstrate a new role of LCN2 as a sensor for TRAIL response in CRC. These findings provide new insight into the role of LCN2 and the underlying molecular mechanisms of TRAIL resistance in CRC, indicating LCN2 as a potential prediction marker and therapeutic target.
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